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             Notice of Violation 
(3AAC 306.805)


This form, all information provided and responses are public documents per Alaska Public Records ACT AS 40.25 


Date: License #/Type: 


Licensee: Address: 


DBA: AMCO Case #: 


This is a notice to you as licensee that an alleged violation has occurred.  If the Alcoholic Beverage Control Board decides to act 
against your license, under the provisions of AS 44.62.330 - AS 44.62.630 (Administrative Procedures Act) you will receive an 
Accusation and Notice of your right to an Administrative Hearing. 


Note: This is not an accusation or a criminal complaint. 


3 AAC 306.805 provides that upon receipt of a Notice of Violation, a licensee may request to appear before the board and be 
heard regarding the Notice of Violation.  The request must be made within ten days after receipt of the Notice of Violation.  A 
licensee may respond, either orally or in writing to the Notice.  3 AAC 306.810 (2)(A)(B)(C) failed, within a reasonable time after 
receiving a notice of violation, to correct any defect that is the subject of the notice of violation of AS 17.8 or this chapter. 


IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT YOU RESPOND IN WRITING TO DOCUMENT YOUR RESPONSE FOR THE MARIJUANA CONTROL BOARD.


*Please send your response to the address below and include your marijuana license number in your response.


Alcohol & Marijuana Control Office 
ATTN: Enforcement 
550 W. 7th Ave, Suite 1600 
Anchorage, Alaska  99501 
amco.enforcement@alaska.gov 


Issuing Investigator:  Received by: 


SIGNATURE:  SIGNATURE: 


Delivered VIA:  Date:  


updated 11/01/18 



mailto:amco.enforcement@alaska.gov



		Notice of Violation



		Text8: Howard C. Hollister

		Text9: Pakalolo Supply Company, Inc

		Text11: 1851 Fox Avenue, Fairbanks, AK

		Text12: AM 230632

		Text13: On about 04/16/2023, AMCO Investigators observed a promotional activity on Pakalolo Supply Company's Facebook page, specifically, a 4-20 event encouraging people to “Come enjoy a Goldie's AK beverage in their sunny parking lot "lounge", check out the specials inside Pakalolo Supply Co. and get a peek at the coming soon Pakalolo Tasting Room and Coffee shop”. Further, Goldie's AK, alcohol licensee # 2847, is catering an event serving alcohol in the parking lot outside of Pakalolo's licensed premises. This is a violation of 3AAC306.770(k)(4) Signs, Merchandise, Advertisements and Promotions: A licensed marijuana establishment may not encourage the sale of marijuana or a marijuana product by holding promotional activities outside of the licensed premises. A promotion is defined as the politicization of a product, organization, or venture so as to increase sales or public awareness and activity is defined as a thing that a person or group does or has done.  AMCO Enforcement requests that you stop advertising this event on social media and outside of Pakaloko's premises. Further, please remember it is unlawful to consume marijuana in public, AS 17.38.040. 

		Dropdown15: [P. Moses]

		Dropdown16: [Email]

		Date: 04/18/2023

		Type of License: [#10131/Retail Marijuana Stores]








 
May 23, 2023 
 
RE: NOV #AM230632 
 
Marijuana Control Board 
560 W 7th Avenue, Suite 1600 
Anchorage, Alaska 99501 
 
Dear Chair Miller and Distinguished Members of the Board: 
 
This letter is written to state my company’s case for our request that the MCB rescind the above referenced 
Notice of Violation, and to have it removed from our file, any notifications to local governments, and from 
public access records other that the record of this appeal to the Board.  
 
My family has been involved in the Alaska cannabis industry from the very beginning. We actively campaigned 
for Ballot Measure 2. I worked closely with the then ABC Director Franklin on the formation of regulations, 
providing public comment and input on a regular basis, and lobbied with her to the legislators in Juneau. Our 
company was the first license issued by the State of Alaska in July, 2016, and we made the first legal sale of 
cannabis to a consumer on October 28, 2016. We have been, and still are, leaders in this industry, and we 
always try to set that leadership example for the other businesses in the industry to follow. 
 
At this meeting the Board will deal with licensees with multiple NOV’s. Most of those are for tax delinquency, 
but also other infractions. Pakalolo has never been late or missed a payment of our tax obligation. It may seem 
unimportant to appeal a relatively minor NOV, but our record and reputation are of utmost importance to us 
especially if the citation is wrong or unfair. From the beginning our highest priority has been compliance. We 
have received only 1 other NOV. That was over 6 years ago in late January, 2017 from an Anchorage 
investigator. We felt it was unfair and undeserved as we had cleared the incident with our local investigator 
and a member of the MCB beforehand. We contested the NOV and requested an informal conference with the 
Director. However, we were caught up in the Director transitions from Cynthia Franklin to Sara Chambers to 
Erika McConnell. We were told that there was no mechanism for rescinding an NOV, so, we let it rest. 
However, over the subsequent years, we have seen a fair number of NOV’s rescinded for cause by the MCB. 
We would still like to revisit this one on our record at some point.  
 
Since that time, we have had no issues over the past 6+ years. We have worked closely with Enforcement and 
our local investigator(s) whenever questions arise. In fact, compliance is so important to us that we hired away 
previous AMCO Investigator Amanda Stonecipher to be our corporate Compliance Officer when she chose to 
leave AMCO. We were disappointed she was only with us for a year before another opportunity came up, but 
she contributed greatly to our policies and procedures. Amanda used to say that while she was still an 
Investigator, she would use our company and processes as the example for other licensees for how to adhere 
to regulations and especially Metrc compliance. In fact, Metrc has sent their trainers to visit our facility to test 







and train on their RFID scanners, and to observe how we do things to incorporate our real-world actions into 
their processes. Metrc also selected Pakalolo as one of the licensees to test their new reusable inventory tags. 
 
In regards to the subject NOV, we feel strongly that we made sure our social media posting for our 420 event 
was in compliance, and did not violate the regulation against advertising and promotions. As our attorney 
stated upon reviewing the NOV, “the only part of your advertisement that arguably violates 306.770(k)(4) is 
the fact that the advertisement mentions ‘Specials’ inside the facility – that’s it – so if you just removed the 
reference to specials inside then I do not see how Enforcement could make any claim that the advertisement is 
still violative.” We had already removed the word ‘specials’ as soon as we received the NOV as that could have 
been the only possible cause for Enforcement to have issued it. A simple phone call from whoever in the 
Anchorage office had received a complaint, or discovered the posting, could have resolved the matter with a 
simple phone call. Our position is that our store also sells houseplants, apparel, and accessories and we were 
having specials throughout our store on all our products as well as letting customers get a peek at our new 
café. Every cannabis retail store was having sales, specials, and/or events, and promoting 4/20, the main 
cannabis holiday. We were diligent and worked carefully to not mention the word ‘cannabis’, or any cannabis 
product, in the posting promoting our event.  
 
We believe that the wording of the NOV indicates what may have been the actual reason for issuing it without 
calling and discussing the situation with us, especially with our record on compliance. In the first paragraph it is 
specifically pointed out that Goldies AK, an alcohol licensee, was a vendor at our event in the parking lot 
outside of the licensed premises. They were not the only vendor at the event. A copy of Goldie’s social media 
posting was attached to the NOV, but not one from our other vendor. In addition, we were ‘requested’ by 
AMCO Enforcement to stop advertising our event on social media, and outside our premises, and for some 
reason reminded that it is unlawful to consume marijuana in public when our post made no mention of the 
consumption of marijuana in any context.  Goldie’s AK had weeks earlier applied for a special event catering 
permit from AMCO with not only the location of the event but a specific map showing the outline of their 
catering area in our parking lot.  The permit was issued by AMCO. Neither Goldie’s AK nor Pakalolo made any 
specific reference to alcohol being served, although it was 100% legal for them to cater our event for which 
they had obtained the required permit and were off the cannabis licensed premises.  Still, the only mention 
made by us or Goldie’s AK was just telling customers to come enjoy a Goldie’s beverage.  
 
We originally requested an informal hearing with Director Wilson regarding this NOV. She recommended 
taking our appeal directly to the MCB. She said “While the board has addressed this issue at least once in prior 
discussions, its prior guidance is less than clear and the current conduct seems to have been going beyond 
prior practice for prior events. Perhaps the discussion might assist in providing clarifying amendments to 
Article 7”. We agreed to bring our appeal to the board with the mutual goal of helping to clarify the Board’s 
position on this subject as well as requesting the Board rescind this NOV and remove it from our record. We 
have tremendous respect for Director Wilson and her leadership of AMCO. We work well together, and feel we 
share many of the same goals and a vision of the cannabis industry as it continues to develop and evolve.  
 
We close with a commentary related to the Article 7 restrictions on the cannabis industry advertising and 
promotions. The Alaskan electorate passed Ballot Measure 2 in November, 2014 with a clear campaign slogan 
endorsed by the people directing State government and legislature to regulate cannabis the same as alcohol. 
The campaign theme to legalize did not say ‘much the same’, ‘comparable’, or ‘similar’ – it said the ‘same’. This 
has not been done, nor is our industry regulated remotely close to how the alcohol industry is. On this 
particular topic, we constantly see advertisements for specific alcoholic products from grocery chains, free 
liquor given away to its customers, advertisement that not only promotes consumption but encourages 
consumption, and liquor stores in public media or by email and text from individual sellers. Events are 
sponsored by liquor distributors, and large signs promote their products at sporting and concert event venues. 
Yet, we receive an NOV for using the word ‘Specials’ in a social media posting. I acknowledge that the general 







populace needed to be transitioned into the reality of legal cannabis. However, there has been little transition. 
The Governor’s Advisory Task Force on Cannabis was a good start, and it needs to be maintained as a standing 
entity to advise the State government and the MCB. I know of what I speak as I was there from the beginning 
and had many early discussions, and some disagreement, with Director Franklin on the direction she was 
taking in regulating the cannabis industry. I know what her motivations were in taking the more firm and 
stricter positions on regulating cannabis. I’ve worked in this industry every day for over 8 years, and I believe 
that the time has come to start rectifying how our industry is regulated. 
 
I thank you for your time and service on our industry board. I respect the sacrifice and time commitment it 
takes as I was asked to serve on the Board previously and I chose to focus on the growth and success of my 
family business.  I appreciate your consideration of this appeal regarding the NOV my company has received. I 
hope you will agree with me that the situation did not merit a citation and could have been handled 
differently. We ask that you rescind this NOV and have it removed from our record. 
 
Respectfully, 
 


Cole Hollister 
 
Cole Hollister 
 
President/CEO 
Pakalolo Supply Company, Inc. 
3264 Riverview Drive 
Fairbanks, Alaska 99709 
  













Department of Commerce, 
Community, and Economic 
Development 


 
ALCOHOL AND MARIJUANA CONTROL OFFICE 


550 West 7th Avenue, Suite 1600 
Anchorage, AK 99501 


Main: 907.269.0350 
 
 
        May 2, 2023 


Mr. Cole Hollister 
President/Chief Executive Officer 
Pakalolo Supply Co. 
3264 Riverview Drive 
Fairbanks, Alaska 99709 
 
      Re: Appeal of Notice of Violation 
            Case No. AM230632 


 


Dear Mr. Hollister, 


 I am in receipt of your appealed dated April 20, 2023. As conveyed to you by 
email, your appeal of the above-referenced notice of violation will be brought 
before the Marijuana Control Board at its meeting on June 1- 2, 2023. I will defend 
the merits of the notice of violation before the Board. That said, I do write to 
respond to some of the statements in your appeal. 
 
 Any responsibility for the issuance of the notice of violation lies with me and 
no one else. If I have misunderstood any underlying fact, the Board can correct me. 
However, there was nothing petty about the violation. Nor do I consider it a waste 
of AMCO resources to monitor the social media posts of licensees. Respectfully, I 
would appreciate it if you would refrain from disparaging the motivations of 
AMCO Enforcement. They work collectively to enforce marijuana control statutes 
and regulations and do so in a professional, courteous, non-retaliatory manner. 
   


Sincerely, 


                               
Joan M. Wilson 
AMCO Director 


cc: Chief James Hoelscher 








 


 
 
Re: Appeal of, and concerns regarding, NOV AM 230632 issued to Pakalolo Supply 
Company License No. 10131 dated April 18th, 2023. 
 
Date: April 20, 2023 
 
Dear Director Wilson, 
   
I hope this finds you well and enjoying the slow transition to Spring. 
  
I am sorry to be in contact to register a complaint, and to appeal the issuance of 
NOV AM 230632. Per regulation 3 AAC.805(d), we hereby request the opportunity 
to be heard by the MCB, or alternatively, provided you agree our right to be heard 
by the Board still is preserved, to have an informal conference with yourself to 
discuss this NOV, and consider our request to withdraw it and remove it from our 
record. I received the attached NOV on April 19th, 2023, although it is dated April 
18, 2023. While it would be easy to just let it slide, make changes to appease 
Enforcement, and move on, I cannot do this due to the pettiness of issuing this 
NOV, and the consequences and implications longer term for the industry. The 
interpretation of 3 AAC 306.770(k) is so broad and sweeping if this NOV were to 
stand it would have the impact of validating the erroneous interpretation by 
Enforcement that ANY event held by a licensee outside of their premises is illegal. 
That is not the law, and is not correct. While the strictest reading of 3 AAC 
306.770(k)(4) could be considered to ban the use of the word “specials” in an ad 
promoting an event OUTSIDE of the licensed premises, in this particular situation, 
that is nonsensical.  We did not even specify what our specials were in regards to – 
there is absolutely no mention of general or specific cannabis products. We could, 
and are, having specials on our apparel, and the house plants that we grow ourselves 
to sell to our community members.  Moreover, the “corrective” action requested by 
Enforcement went FAR beyond the bounds of being narrowly tailored to the 
removal of the term “special”, which could easily been requested by a courtesy 
phone call from our regulatory partners. In fact, Enforcement asked us, without 







any regulatory authority, to STOP advertising the event for the biggest industry 
holiday of the year categorically. This is inappropriate and an overreach.  


The facts and basis for the NOV are incorrect, and the issuance of the NOV petty 
and targeted. We, like nearly every licensed retail establishment in the state of 
Alaska, are holding a 4-20 celebration and offering specials throughout our store. 
However, the NOV has been issued, one day before the holiday, for our social 
media post on Facebook for the event tied to this cannabis holiday. It claims we 
are in violation of the regulation against promoting the sale of Marijuana or a 
Marijuana product by holding promotional activities outside of the licensed 
premises. Please review the attached social media posts from both our company and 
one of the vendors we are sponsoring in our parking lot for the event. There is not 
one word promoting or encouraging the sale of cannabis. We say ‘check out the 
specials inside Pakalolo Supply Co.’ As mentioned above, we are having storewide 
specials including houseplants, apparel, and cannabis products, as we frequently do, 
but not one mention of cannabis in our posting. 


We have been doing this longer than any other licensed cannabis business in Alaska. 
We have never received an NOV for any activity related to our retail sales of 
cannabis at either of our locations, or for our promoting our family-owned business. 
My son, Keenan, is our Vice-President of Marketing and Public Relations. He works 
diligently to adhere strictly to our compliance with all cannabis regulations, and has 
set the standard for all companies to follow in promoting our business. He was very 
careful not to use any wording that promoted the sale of cannabis, only to come 
see the "Specials" inside our store while getting a look at our soon to open Tasting 
Room (OCE facility). The NOV makes a point of adding a mention of one of our 
sponsored vendors, Goldies AK, catering an event serving alcohol outside our 
licensed premises. Not surprisingly, that is not an actual part of the violation, and 
Goldies already received AMCO authorization and license for this special event. 
This event is not a violation for either company, nor should it have been mentioned 
in the NOV other than it may indicate the possible motive for actually issuing this 
NOV. 


We are certain this action was the result of a complaint to AMCO, or else it would 
be a serious waste of AMCO resources to have Enforcement personnel spend so 
much time monitoring social media only to find and act on such a trivial matter 
where we regularly see more serious infractions, not even to mention the black 
market sellers who openly advertise on social media groups without consequence or 
action by Enforcement. We are also confident this decision to issue the NOV came 
out of the Anchorage AMCO office, even if issued by Fairbanks Investigator 
Moses. For the record, we have removed the work ‘Specials’ from our posting as it 
could be the only possible basis for issuing the NOV. Our attorney, Jana Weltzin, 







agreed the only plausible basis for why the NOV was issued was the use of the 
word ‘specials’, but as we explained above, there was no mention of cannabis 
specials, it was purposefully left generalized for compliance purposes. She too 
agrees that this was an erroneous and broad interpretation of regulation 
306.770(k)(4).  
 
With license renewals coming up, I would rather not have to have each of us answer 
‘Yes’ that we have received an NOV since our last renewal. We would have to send 
in an explanation, and it would delay the processing and issuance of our renewal 
license. Additionally, as many licenses have explained before, NOVs have other 
consequences on licensees than AMCO and Enforcement seem to understand.  If we 
want to engage in any cannabis banking program, we have to disclose NOVs and 
NOVS can be a basis for disqualifying the licensee from the banking program. 
Another example is insurance, we must disclose NOVs for most insurance policy 
considerations, and NOVs can be used as a basis to increase premiums or deny 
coverage.  
  
Thank you for your thoughtful consideration of our request. As stated above, we 
look forward to either an informal conference with yourself to review and consider 
our request to rescind and void this NOV, or for us directly addressing this issue 
with the MCB.  


 


Respectfully, 


 


Cole Hollister 


President/CEO 
Pakalolo Supply Company, Inc. 
3264 Riverview Drive 
Fairbanks, AK 99709 


 














